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With National Geographic's new series, Extreme Sports, kids can learn the tricks of the pros, use

the cool vocabulary, and vicariously experience the thrill of participating in extreme sports without

leaving home. Each book is a quick, fun introduction to its sport. Kids will learn about all of the

different varieties of the sport. In Snowboard, it's freeriding, piping, backcountry boarding, boarder

X, and alpine/speed boarding. They also learn the moves (ever want to do a stalemasky?) and what

the life of a serious competitor is like. In addition, there are tips from the pros, profiles of legendary

competitors, and plenty of warnings (Don't board that avalanche!) We are publishing board to

coincide with the Winter Olympics and the Winter X Games. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Reviewed with Pamela Pollack's Ski!.Gr. 9-12. Sharp, action-packed photos and punchy,

magazine-style prose add to the appeal of these small, square titles in the Extreme Sports series.

Chapters are brief but packed with information for beginners, introducing various styles of skiing and

snowboarding; equipment and techniques; tips on training; and useful resources. Most of this is

material that's frequently covered in well-written sports magazine articles; but teens will appreciate

having a basic, approachable overview all in one place, written in colloquial language (a chapter

called "Get Psyched," for example). They will also like the insider sidebars such as the glossary of

snow terminology in Ski! ("champagne powder" vs. "mashed potatoes") and Snowboard!'s list of

cool moves ("McTwist" vs. the "Pop Tart"). Relaxed, readable, and filled with helpful information,

these are introductions for any teen collection where such materials are in demand. Gillian



EngbergCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

It's kind of old now (since it's published in 2002) but in no way obsolete :)It's a great little book about

the sport I love. It covers all aspects of snowboarding and gives a good look on the history of this

amazing sport.The only downside is probably the fact that it does not have many pages, I bet there

are many books about skiing and I'm glad there is at least one about snowboarding and I will pass it

on to my grandchildren :)
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